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NUTRITION INFORMATION

Mise en place (pronounced “meez ahn plahs”)
is a term used in professional kitchens to
describe the organizing and arranging of the
workspace, ingredients, and equipment before beginning to cook. It translates directly
from French as “to put in place” (“Mise en
Place,” n.d.).
A carefully constructed mise en place is the key
to this recipe for adding faculty articles to an
institutional repository (IR). Step by step, this
recipe details one proven way for a head chef
to prepare a scholarly communication kitchen
for this project: (1) identifying sous-chefs to
assist in the project, (2) gathering ingredients
from multiple sources, (3) peeling and chopping the ingredients into morsels of essential
information, (4) collecting and arranging these
morsels so they are all within easy reach, and
(5) combining them into small, easily digestible outreach emails to faculty.
This mise en place recipe differs from most
recipes for faculty CV reviews, which generally involve requesting CVs from faculty
members and working through their publications item by item, often corresponding with
them throughout the process. In general, few
faculty members with long CVs enjoy, or can

even withstand, that much time in the heat
of the IR kitchen. Therefore, we developed
a way to do much of the kitchen work in advance of contacting them, before they have
any inkling that we’re preparing an IR feast
for them.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

•
•
•
•

Perform a taste test of this recipe against
traditional CV review workflows.
Understand how to organize complex
IR collection-building projects into
bite-sized tasks that can be distributed
among multiple staff.
Overcome trepidation about cold-contacting faculty about contributing to the
IR.
Tempt faculty into communicating
about, engaging with, and submitting to
the IR.

NUMBER SERVED

This is dependent on the size and scholarly
output of the institution’s faculty as well as
the number of sous-chefs and the extent of
their availability for the project. If only a small
number of faculty can be served, they are still
worth serving—they may become repeat patrons or build buzz through word of mouth.
Further, a buffet of publicly accessible faculty
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works is valuable to researchers worldwide,
no matter the number of works.

COOKING TIME

Variable. The longer the time, the richer and
more nutritious the IR. The upper limit is
determined by the size of the institution’s
faculty and the total combined time of the
sous-chefs. (Always take care not to fry or
burn out staff!)

DIETARY GUIDELINES

This project falls into one of the four food
groups (i.e., one of the four categories of
scholarly communication and open access
activities) defined in Librarians’ Competencies
Profile for Scholarly Communication and Open
Access—namely, open access repository services, defined as “collecting, managing and
disseminating the digital materials created by
the institution and its community members”
(Calarco, Shearer, Schmidt & Tate, 2016, p. 2). It
helps feed several competencies within that
role—specifically, an ability to “work with researchers on deposit of research outputs into
the repository” and “liaise with publishers on
issues related to archiving policies including
embargo periods,” as well as an understanding of “copyright and licensing issues pertaining to scholarly content” (p. 3).
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Additionally, this recipe meets over 33
percent of the NASIG Core Competencies for
Scholarly Communication recommended daily
values for institutional repository management competencies, specifically “knowledge
of and ability to apply publisher policies on
archiving” and “a thorough understanding
of the university’s research strengths and
student learning outcomes” via collection of
the institution’s intellectual output (Wesolek
et al., 2017, p. 4). A hearty helping of collaboration, as described under Personal Strengths,
is also included (p. 11).

•
•

publications (faculty webpages, multidisciplinary indexes, subject databases,
web searches, etc.).
Create the menu. Determine the scope
of the faculty publication review. (See Allergy Warning for more notes on menu
item selection.)
Supply the kitchen. Set up tools—in
this case, a flowchart (figure 1) and
spreadsheets (table 1)—for sous-chefs
to track their permissions review, along

INGREDIENTS & EQUIPMENT

•
•
•
•
•
•

SHERPA/RoMEO, a database of publishers’ policies about author self-archiving,
searchable by journal
Shared spreadsheets for documenting
publications and associated permissions
(one sheet per faculty member) (table 1)
Shared list of faculty to help manage the
assignment of work to the sous-chefs
Decision tree/workflow chart for determining steps for each publication (figure
1)
Email templates for contacting faculty
Patience for slow, steady progress
through the pantry

PREPARATION

To prepare to open the kitchen for service,
the head chef (i.e., IR manager) needs to do
the following:
Define the market. Find or create a
comprehensive list of faculty and determine the tools for identifying faculty

•

Figure 1. Kitchen prep flowchart for IR outreach
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with opportunities for the head chef
to review progress and provide feedback. Draft email templates for eventual
outreach to faculty (e.g., one to alert a
faculty author that their articles with
Creative Commons licenses have been
added to the IR, one to request permission to add articles that publishers allow
to be shared, and one to initiate a conversation about postprints). Other tools
include, for those who are interested,
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running. No matter the size of the institution,
this preparation can certainly be completed
within one semester.

Table 1. Fields in shared tracking spreadsheets
Article title
Journal title

COOKING METHOD

Publisher
Year
Already in IR? (If yes, skip remaining fields)
SHERPA/RoMEO: OK to post publisher’s version?
Has Creative Commons license?
SHERPA/RoMEO: OK to post author’s postprint? (Optional, depending on project goals)
SHERPA/RoMEO: OK to post author’s preprint? (Optional, depending on project goals)
SHERPA/RoMEO URL for journal
IR manager feedback & next steps
If applicable: Publisher contacted for permission? (give date)
If applicable: Publisher response?
If applicable: Author contacted re: submission agreement? (give date)
If applicable: Submission agreement received? (give date)
Item posted to IR? (give date)
Notes
Note: Each field above is a spreadsheet column; each journal article is a row. Create one spreadsheet or one
sheet in a multi-sheet spreadsheet per faculty member. Two fields are optional depending on whether the project is limited to publishers’ final versions or extends to authors’ manuscripts (i.e., postprints and/or preprints).
Other fields can be omitted depending on the specifics of the project’s scope.

•

literature about green open access and
other applicable scholarly communication topics.
Staff the kitchen. Identify possible
sous-chefs among existing library staff
and/or advertise for help (e.g., at nearby
library and information science programs), determine how much time they

can devote to the project while maintaining their other duties, and provide
thorough training. Coordinate with colleagues as necessary.
Estimated time: However many hours are
needed to create/locate all of the tools and
personnel needed to get the kitchen up and
337

Preparing a mise en place does not involve
cooking per se but rather carrying out a
complex multi-person operation of peeling,
paring, blending, bottling, and so on. For
this recipe, the sous-chefs perform the vast
majority of the mise en place labor.
1. For each faculty member, use the tools
identified by the head chef to determine
that faculty member’s journal articles.
Build a list of articles in the shared spreadsheet.
2. For each article, do the following and
document the findings in the shared
tracking spreadsheet:
– Check if the article is already in the
IR. If so, move on to the next article.
If not, look up the journal’s self-archiving policy in SHERPA/RoMEO.
– If posting of the publisher’s version
is allowed, check if the article was
published with a Creative Commons
license. If so, flag it for immediate
posting to the IR. If not, indicate that
the faculty author’s permission is
needed in order to post.
– After the IR manager has weighed
in with feedback and next steps,
proceed as indicated, which may
include notifying the faculty member of articles newly posted to the
IR, requesting permission to post, or
simply moving on.
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Duration: Employ the above procedure on a
rolling basis. The shared tracking spreadsheet
allows the head chef and sous-chefs to work
at their own pace, performing tasks in sequence but independently. Continue until all
faculty members’ articles have been examined, adjusting the project’s exact scope and
steps as necessary. The project is completed
at the head chef’s discretion.

ALLERGY WARNING

Many faculty are allergic to long, complex
emails about IRs, especially when they
include multiple requests. (For example, an
email that requests permission to post the
final version of a few articles, encourages
self-deposit of a few postprints, and inquires
about willingness to share preprints is almost
certain to be ignored.) Practice allergen immunotherapy by writing faculty brief, clear
messages with simple, limited requests.
Incrementally complexify as the conversation
continues.
Most head chefs will want to focus on journal
publications (articles, editorials, reviews, etc.)
and keep books and book chapters off the
menu. This is because every book contract is
different, and there is no tool analogous to
SHERPA/RoMEO that sums up permissions
granted by each book publisher. Including
books and book chapters would require
investigation into each author’s contracts
and likely considerable correspondence with
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publishers as well. Make note of these publications but keep them on ice until working
more intensively with individual authors.

scholarly communications librarian at CUNY’s
central Office of Library Services.

CHEF’S NOTES

Calarco, P., Shearer, K., Schmidt, B., & Tate,
D. (2016). Librarians’ Competencies Profile
for Scholarly Communication and Open
Access. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/
scholcommcomp2016

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

The main benefit of IR mise en place is that
the intensive labor happens before outreach
to faculty and, thus, before they can develop
expectations about outcomes. This approach
differs from traditional CV reviews, which are
usually pursued in partnership with faculty,
who sometimes end up disappointed by how
few of their publications can be uploaded.
Warning: While our recipe can make IR-related communication with faculty easier and
more productive, working through the process is still time-consuming. Also, no matter
how many sous-chefs are on hand, the head
chef must be prepared to review every plate
before it leaves the kitchen.
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of the project. Finally, we are grateful for
the insights and guidance of Megan Wacha,
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